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Abstract: In many IIoT architectures, various devices connect to the edge
cloud via gateway systems. For data processing, numerous data are delivered
to the edge cloud. Delivering data to an appropriate edge cloud is critical to
improve IIoT service efficiency. There are two types of costs for this kind
of IoT network: a communication cost and a computing cost. For service
efficiency, the communication cost of data transmission should be minimized,
and the computing cost in the edge cloud should be also minimized. Therefore,
in this paper, the communication cost for data transmission is defined as the
delay factor, and the computing cost in the edge cloud is defined as the waiting
time of the computing intensity. The proposed method selects an edge cloud
that minimizes the total cost of the communication and computing costs. That
is, a device chooses a routing path to the selected edge cloud based on the costs.
The proposed method controls the data flows in a mesh-structured network
and appropriately distributes the data processing load. The performance of
the proposed method is validated through extensive computer simulation.
When the transition probability from good to bad is 0.3 and the transition
probability from bad to good is 0.7 in wireless and edge cloud states, the
proposed method reduced both the average delay and the service pause counts
to about 25% of the existing method.

Keywords: Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) network; IIoT service; mobile
edge computing (MEC); edge cloud selection; MEC-aided application

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) services exploit measured sensor data from devices based on data
transmission and analysis from numerous tiny devices. The data are sent to the Internet cloud and
can be used to extract knowledge about services through data processing in the Internet cloud. The
edge cloud has recently made it possible to process data for services within the IoT domain [1–4].
Edge clouds are implemented by mobile edge computing (MEC) servers that integrate with gateways.
The edge cloud (i.e., MEC server) can reduce the amount of data processing in the Internet cloud and
provide computing resources to IoT devices. It is not located at the network core, but at the gateway of
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radio access, enabling immediate support of services within the IoT domain [5–8]. Thus, the edge cloud
receives data from the IoT domain and finds data insights using data analysis and artificial intelligence
(AI). The data insight can be applied to IoT services. The data insight can be applied in industrial IoT
(IIoT) services [9,10] and improve factory productivity. The network architecture of IIoT is as follows:
Devices in the IIoT domain transmit sensor data to the edge cloud via the gateway, and the edge cloud
processes the received data. IIoT domains have several gateways and local edge clouds. The local edge
cloud is integrated into the gateway, and the device must select the appropriate local edge cloud before
sending data. Fig. 1 illustrates the network architecture for the IIoT services.

Figure 1: Network architecture for IIoT services

The edge cloud is vital to numerous services, such as data processing and caching points. Because
IIoT sensors have insufficient computing resources, they only deliver their sensor data to the selected
local edge cloud. The local edge cloud performs data processing and computing. The data insight
obtained by the computing results can apply to IIoT services. Each sensor device transmits data by
determining a local edge cloud and setting a routing path. Although this IoT network is an evolved
environment of the traditional wireless sensor network, it has a different architecture from the wireless
sensor network. In a typical wireless sensor network, the network architecture for a service is simple.
Sensor data are delivered to the given gateway system for a sensor field, which relays the data to a
central cloud on the Internet [11,12]. Therefore, communication costs are incurred to transfer data
from the sensor to the Internet cloud through the routing path in the wireless sensor network.

However, for IoT services, especially IIoT services, there are more factors to consider than sensor
data transfer. As described previously, the data insight for IIoT services is extracted in the local edge
cloud. The computing state of the local edge cloud can also affect service efficiency. When data traffic
arrives at the local edge cloud, excessive computational load on the edge cloud delays data processing.
In this situation, even though data is transmitted quickly in the wireless network, service delays
inevitably occur. Thus, if the IIoT system considers only the communication cost for data transfer, it
is challenging to achieve adequate service efficiency. The computing cost should be considered along
with the communication cost when an IIoT device chooses its local edge cloud. Service efficiency
can be achieved when both transmission efficiency in wireless and computing efficiency in the edge
cloud are achieved. Therefore, this paper proposes a local edge cloud selection method that considers
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both communication and computing costs in the IIoT domain where multiple edge clouds exist. The
proposed method measures transmission delays in wireless and service waiting time in edge clouds.
Based on the measurement results, a local edge cloud is selected. The proposed method can improve
service efficiency by simultaneously achieving transmission efficiency and computing efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The related work for the local edge cloud
selection is described in Section 2, and Section 3 explains the proposed method considering both
the communication and computing costs. The performance evaluation for the proposed method is
provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

MEC-aided applications using the edge cloud are growing in IoT services. The edge cloud can
compensate for the device’s insufficient computing power. It can perform data processing on behalf
of tiny devices in a radio access network. In IIoT services that require frequent feedback from edge
clouds, it is important to select an appropriate edge cloud for service efficiency. Because the edge cloud
is integrated with a gateway, the edge cloud selection can also be considered as selecting the gateway.

Local edge cloud can also be selected based on service discovery considering network service
functions. Service discovery is important in a network composed of various edge clouds with different
functions, where functions are determined by service attributes [13]. However, when data transmission
occurs in a wireless network, path selection metrics play a more important role than service discovery
by attribute functions. The data transmission path is determined through the gateway selection. There
are several metrics in selecting a gateway in IoT devices: distance, received signal strength, link quality,
throughput, latency, energy consumption, and load balancing. Many gateway selection algorithms use
these metrics [14].

Lai et al. [15] considers interference in the wireless channel to select a gateway. They attempt to
choose a gateway that minimizes the interference power and maximizes the desired signal power. They
use link quality as a metric. The taxi-sharing method [16] performs data grouping and compression in
the gateway to reduce the amount of traffic between the gateway and the cloud. In this method, IoT
devices check the queues of gateways and send data to the gateway with a proper queue to join. Then,
the gateway compresses the data in the queue. If there is no proper gateway, the device uses network
latency to select its gateway. The game theory method [17] uses the result of a utility function to select
a gateway. This utility function exploits wireless link information such as received signal strength,
signal-to-noise ratio, and channel capacity. In the algorithm, a game to maximize the utility function
is performed. Based on the results, devices select their gateway. The distance-based method [18] is
usually used for a gateway location selection in the network. In the algorithm, a graph for the network
devices is constructed. The gateway location is determined by using the shortest path to all devices
in the graph. Thus, the device forwards the data to the nearest gateway. Accordingly, existing studies
have focused on gateway selection within a wireless network. However, as described previously, the
mobile edge cloud is widely used in data learning and analysis in current IoT services. The computing
state of the mobile edge cloud can directly affect IoT services. The problem of selecting a gateway
in IoT is a problem of selecting a local edge cloud as a mobile edge cloud. When a device selects its
gateway (i.e., local edge cloud), it should consider both the network state and the local edge cloud state
to improve service efficiency. Thus, in this paper, the proposed method approaches local edge cloud
selection considering both the communication cost as the network state and the computing cost as the
local edge cloud state.
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3 Proposed Approach for Local Edge Cloud Selection

IoT services with MEC-aided applications primarily generate uplink data traffic. This data traffic
goes through processing in the local edge cloud. Factors affecting uplink data transmission are the state
of the radio link and the state of the local edge cloud. Therefore, an uplink path must be determined
by considering both factors. The proposed method takes an approach that enables path selection by
selecting a local edge cloud in consideration of the factors affecting uplink path selection.

3.1 System Model
We consider an IIoT service network enabled by multiple local edge clouds, as depicted in Fig. 1. In

the network, the measured data from IIoT devices are delivered to the local edge cloud via a gateway for
data processing. There are two service costs during data transmission and processing: communication
and computing. In the IIoT system, the communication and computing costs can be defined as a
transmission delay and a waiting time for data processing. These costs represent the system load. High
cost indicates that a system has heavy loads (i.e., long service time) for a service. The transmission delay
for the communication cost is calculated by applying a data rate to the given data size. If the measured
data are delivered through multiple hops, the transmission delay is increased based on the hop counts.
Eq. (1) calculates the communication cost (tcm).

tcm =
∑
i∈G

X
ri

, (1)

where i is a routing link in a set of the routing paths (G) between a device and a gateway. ri is a data
rate of the routing link i. X is the measured data in the device.

The transmitted data packets are enqueued and processed sequentially in the local edge cloud.
Thus, the computing cost can be defined as the waiting time in the local edge cloud. When the local
edge cloud is assumed in the MM1 queueing system, computing intensity (ρ) in the local edge cloud
is represented as

ρ = mean service time (S)

mean arrival time (A)
= 1/μ

1/λ
= λ

μ
, (2)

where λ and μ are the mean arrival and service rates of a data packet in the local edge cloud. Because
the waiting time refers to the time until the service is performed in the local edge cloud. It can be
represented through the service time in the response time of the local edge cloud. Eq. (3) calculates the
response time.

R = 1/μ

1 − ρ
= average service time

probability that the local edge cloud is idle
, (3)

Then, the waiting time (W ) as the computing cost (tcp) is represented as Eq. (4).

tcp = W = R − S = 1
μ (1 − ρ)

− 1
μ

= 1
μ

(
ρ

1 − ρ

)
, (4)

3.2 Local Edge Cloud Selection
Applying data learning and analysis are importantly handled in current IIoT systems. This type

of data processing is performed in the local edge cloud integrated with a gateway. For efficient data
processing of the measured data in the IIoT domain, an appropriate local edge cloud should be
selected. Devices choose a proper local edge cloud because the state of the local edge clouds affects data
learning and analysis. This can decrease service efficiency. The local edge cloud selection should also
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consider the communication cost for wireless data transmission. Thus, we define a selection metric for
a local edge cloud using tcm and tcp in the previous section. Eq. (5) represents the selection metric (Cj).

Cj = α · tj
cm + (1 − α) · tj

cp, (5)

where j is a local edge cloud and α is a system parameter. An IoT device can receive the status message
from several local edge clouds. The local edge clouds issue the status messages periodically. Based on
these messages, the device computes the selection metric in Eq. (5) for each local edge cloud. Then,
the device finds the lowest value of the selection metric and selects its local edge cloud. Algorithm 1
represents the pseudo-code for the local edge cloud selection and Table 1 lists the notations for
Algorithm 1.

Table 1: Algorithm 1 notation

Notation Description

j
E
v
N
tcm

tcp

Cj

gv

A gateway j in the network
A set of gateways for local edge clouds
A node v in the network
A set of nodes in the network
Communication cost
Computing cost in the local edge cloud
Local edge cloud selection metric
A selected gateway

Algorithm 1: The proposed local edge cloud selection algorithm
1: loop for j∈E:
2: j computes tcp

3: j constructs a message for tcp with the expiry time
4: j broadcasts the message of tcp to a network
5: end loop
6: loop for v∈N:
7: loop for j∈E:
8: v computes tcm for j
9: v computes Cj

10: end loop
11: end loop
12: gv←argminj Cj

Each node in a network computes the communication and computing cost to select its local edge
cloud. For computing cost, gateways for local edge clouds calculate their tcp through data processing
status, construct container messages for tcp with expiry time, and then broadcast the messages to the
network (lines 1–5). By receiving the broadcasted message, a node can obtain computing costs of local
edge clouds in the network. If the broadcast message is expired, tcp is set to infinity (∞). tcp is updated by
the periodic broadcast message from the gateways. Furthermore, each node measures the data rate of
a routing path using the broadcasted message. It piggybacks the information to the broadcast message
and rebroadcasts the message. Then, a node computes tcm in a routing path for a gateway.
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Given tcp and tcm, a node calculates the selection metric in Eq. (5) (lines 6–11). Among the selection
metrics for local edge clouds, a node determines the lowest value as a path for its local edge cloud
(line 12). As described previously, considering the computing cost of a local edge cloud is essential for
IIoT services. Intelligent services of IIoT are based on the collected data from numerous sensor devices
and data processing in the local edge cloud. Therefore, if a node transmits data to the local edge cloud
with very high data processing loads, IoT service efficiency may be decreased by data processing delay.
Providing an efficient IoT service is challenging when considering only wireless data transmission in
the network.

The proposed method can also support avoiding a local edge cloud with faults. The edge clouds
(i.e., the integrated gateways) in the proposed method periodically broadcast their computing status
information using tcp to inform the network. This information is updated by receiving a new broadcast
message. If a local edge cloud has a fault such as an operating problem, the edge cloud’s gateway cannot
broadcast tcp information. Then, the tcp value in a device (i.e., an IIoT device) is set to infinity and the
edge cloud is not selected by the device. Thus, the local edge cloud with faults can be avoided in the
network. Service quality using data analysis results can be maintained.

4 Performance Evaluation

The proposed scheme was intended for efficient IIoT services using data learning among multiple
local edge clouds. In this section, the performance of our scheme is evaluated through extensive
computer simulations by comparing it with the proposed scheme and the typical wireless network
approach. The simulator is implemented by the event-driven library, SMPL [19], based on the C-
language. The SMPL provides an event scheduler and C-functions for probability distributions. Using
the SMPL library, scheduled events occur at the times specified in the event scheduling. The event
times can be obtained from a probability distribution. For performance evaluation, we perform the
event-driven simulation by applying simulation parameters.

4.1 Simulation Environments
For computer simulations, a device is located a 2-hop distance from local edge cloud #1 and a 3-

hop distance from local edge cloud #2. A device can select one of them as its local edge cloud. As the
device generates data, it sends the data to the local edge cloud for data analysis. The local edge cloud
processes the data and then feeds back the process result to the device. LTE Cat. M1 is considered
for wireless communications, designed for IoT communication with a 1 Mbps data transmission rate
for both the uplink and downlink [20]. Fig. 2 illustrates the network environment for simulations. In
the simulation, the evaluation performs through the service delay including the data transmission and
processing.

Figure 2: Network environment for simulations
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The service delay of a network (T) consists of tsend (time to send data in a wireless network) + tprocess

(time to process data in the MEC server including delivery time between the gateway and the MEC
server) + treceive (time to receive data in a wireless network).

T = tsend + tprocess + treceive, (6)

In Eq. (6), tsend is the uplink time for multi-hop transmissions from the end device and treceive is the
downlink time for multi-hop transmissions from the gateway of the local edge cloud. In LTE Cat. M1,
the uplink data rate is identical to the downlink data rate. However, tsend and treceive can differ depending
on communication conditions (e.g., interference) or the difference in data rate between uplink and
downlink. tprocess is data processing time in the local edge cloud. In the simulation, if T is greater than
1 s, it is assumed that a service pause has occurred.

For the wireless network, the network conditions change according to the two-state Markov chain
model [21]. It has good and bad states. p is the transition probability from a good state to a bad state,
and q is the transition probability from a bad state to a good state. By the p and q, the wireless network
conditions for the uplink and downlink are determined. Fig. 3 represents the two-state Markov chain.
A two-state Markov chain is also used to determine the MEC server state in local edge clouds. In
the MEC server, a bad state indicates a busy state of the local edge cloud, and a good state indicates
the ideal state of the edge cloud. The busy state is where the number of transactions to be processed
in the local edge cloud increases rapidly. In the simulation, the state is determined and maintained for
60 s. According to the Markov chain model, the wireless and MEC server states can be changed every
60 s.

Figure 3: Two-state Markov state for determining network and edge cloud state

Data traffic in a device is generated in exponential distribution with a mean of 5 min. As described
previously, the data rate is set to a maximum of 1 Mbps for the uplink and downlink. Under good
wireless conditions, the data rate is randomly selected between 512 Kbps and 1 Mbps. Under bad
wireless conditions, the data rate is randomly selected between 256 and 512 Kbps. The packet size
is assumed to be 256 bytes. In the local edge cloud, it is assumed that the MEC server processes a
maximum of 2,000 transactions per second. Under a bad state, incoming transactions to the MEC
server are generated in an exponential distribution with a mean of 1,800 transactions per second.
Under a good state, they are generated in an exponential distribution with a mean of 1,000 transactions
per second. Furthermore, it is assumed that the edge cloud spends 5 ms for data processing. For route
information and local edge state information, each gateway issues a broadcast message every 60 s. The
simulation time is set to 22 h. Table 2 lists the simulation parameters.
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Table 2: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation time 22 h
Traffic generation 5 min (exponential distribution)
Packet size 256 bytes
Broadcast time 60 s
p 0.3, 0.7
q 0.7, 0.3
Wireless state interval 60 s
Data rate 512 Kbps ∼ 1 Mbps (good state)

256 Kbps ∼ 512 Kbps (bad state)
Edge state interval 60 s
MEC server outgoing transaction 2,000 per second
MEC server incoming transaction 1,800 per second (bad state)

1,000 per second (good state)
Edge processing time 5 ms
α 0.5

4.2 Simulation Results
Fig. 4 illustrates the average service delay and service pause count when p and q for wireless

and local edge state transitions are 0.3 and 0.7. Based on the simulation, the average service delay is
transient until 6 h and then becomes steady-state. The average service delays in the proposed scheme are
125.4 and 484.1 ms in communication-cost-only mode (i.e., existing scheme). For simulation time, the
device generated data 265 times and requested service processing, which resulted in 14 service pauses.
In contrast, 57 service pauses occurred in communication-cost-only mode. As described earlier, many
IIoT services require local edge cloud processing for generated data to provide intelligent services
(such as applying AI or data analysis). Thus, it is necessary to consider not only communication costs
but also information about the state of the edge cloud for local edge cloud selection. In the proposed
scheme described in Sections 3 and 4, a device selects its local edge cloud by reflecting the state of the
edge cloud. Consequently, the proposed scheme can reduce the average service delay and the service
pause count.

Fig. 5 illustrates the average service delay and service pause count when p and q are 0.3 and 0.7
for wireless state transition and 0.7 and 0.3 for local edge state transition. The average service delay
is 202.9 ms in the proposed scheme and 627.5 ms in communication-cost-only mode. In the proposed
scheme, 24 service pauses occurred in 265 service requests by data generation in a device. However,
80 service pauses occurred in the communication-cost-only mode. Even if the state of the local edge
cloud changes frequently, the average service delay increases slightly. However, the service delay can
be maintained lower than the communication-cost-only mode.
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Figure 4: Simulation result: p = 0.3, q = 0.7 in wireless and local edge cloud

Figure 5: Simulation result: p = 0.3, q = 0.7 in wireless and p = 0.7, q = 0.3 in local edge cloud

Fig. 6 illustrates the average service delay and service pause count when p and q are 0.7 and 0.3
for wireless state transition and 0.3 and 0.7 for local edge state transition. The average service delay is
138.1 ms in the proposed scheme and 396.5 ms in the communication-cost-only mode. The service
pause count is 14 in the proposed scheme and 53 in the communication-cost-only mode. Even if
the wireless state changes frequently, the proposed scheme outperforms the existing scheme. Based
on the simulation results, the performance tends to depend heavily on the state of the edge cloud.
With the expansion of smart services in IoT, the use of local edge clouds expanding. Therefore, route
determination considering the state of the edge cloud has become more critical. The proposed scheme
provides a reliable approach for edge-cloud-aided IoT services like IIoT.

Table 3 represents the simulation results according to the state transition probability p and q. The
state where p is 0.7 and q is 0.3 means either the edge cloud is busy, or the wireless is bad. The proposed
method shows better performance in all cases.
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Figure 6: Simulation result: p = 0.7, q = 0.3 in wireless and p = 0.3, q = 0.7 in local edge cloud

Table 3: Simulation results

Transition probability Average delay Pause count

Wireless Edge cloud Proposed Comm. cost Proposed Comm. cost

p = 0.3/q = 0.7 p = 0.3/q = 0.7 125.4 ms 484.1 ms 14 57
p = 0.3/q = 0.7 p = 0.7/q = 0.3 202.9 ms 627.5 ms 24 80
p = 0.7/q = 0.3 p = 0.3/q = 0.7 138.1 ms 396.5 ms 14 53

5 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a local edge cloud selection approach to provide a path with improved
service efficiency to IoT devices. The proposed approach selects the local edge cloud with the lowest
service cost based on communication and data processing costs. The communication cost reflects
transmission efficiency in wireless and the data processing cost reflects computing efficiency in
edge clouds. Thus, the proposed method improves service efficiency. Through extensive computer
simulation, the proposed approach reduced the average service delay and pause count by 26% and
25% of the conventional approach (i.e., using only communication cost), respectively. Even if the state
of edge clouds or wireless condition frequently changes, the proposed scheme improved performance.
Based on extensive computer simulations, we found that an IoT service that uses the edge cloud should
provide a solution that considers the state of the edge cloud. Thus, the proposed scheme establishes
guidelines to design network solutions tightly integrated with the edge cloud.

Terminal devices using local edge clouds in various IoT services can move to other service areas.
Handoff can occur when the terminal device moves. For practical service scenarios of IoT, we can
consider handoff between local edge clouds. This can be addressed as a future work.
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